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MISSION
STATEMENT

WALTERSTOWN GFC

Walterstown GFC are committed to ensuring that all  
juvenile players are constantly learning and will be in

a better place when progressing to the next age
level each year. Our intention is to ensure that each
player can reach their full potential throughout their

time playing football. By developing our own
Pathway to Rention, Development & Success we are
creating an environment to ensure that all our young

players play and stay with Walterstown GFC; not
only for their playing careers but throughout their

lives.

2022



WALTERSTOWN
GFC POLICY

Player retention and equal opportunities for all
children, regardless of ability, is our top priority. For
all teams competing between the age group of U12
level and up to U15 level, full age players are to be
kept together within the age group on the same
team and started before younger players, unless
there is a valid reason to do otherwise (examples
of valid reasons are indiscipline, poor attendance at
training or shortage of numbers on a particular
day).
Clear communication in relation to training and
matches. Coaches will endeavour to plan four
weeks in advance.  Advance notification of four
week training/match schedule should be clearly
advised to parents/players.
All coaches to take part in coaching courses,
workshops and meetings to improve their coaching
skills.
Coaches to follow Give Respect, Get Respect
Initiative, Code of Conduct and club ethos. 
Coaches to value and prioritise good
communication, and work together to resolve any
issues that may arise.
A six week break over the Christmas holiday period
for all club teams has been agreed. All competitive
teams should aim to be back training before the
first week of February each year. (It’s at the
coaches discretion whether or not to avail of the
full six week break, but no team should be away
from training for longer than this period).
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If a youth team has less that 18 players available
for a game they may ask the eldest players with
parental consent from the team below to attend
the game. They will not ask for more players
than what is required to field a team of 15 + 3
subs, ie no one will be asked to come up to play
the age grade above and a) not get a chance to
play and b) will not be started or played ahead
of a player who is of age on the team. Secondly,
to ensure Fair Play Policies are adhered to, the
request must be cleared by the coaching
committee and the coach of the affected team
will be involved in this process. All players will
return to their original team after attending a
match for the age grade above. 
In the case of an age grade that has a Team A &
Team B the panel will be set at of minimum 18
for the coming year. If Team A is in need of
players, they may not request players from Team
B of the same age grade to play as they will not
be able to play again for Team B. This weakens
Team B and therefore the development of the
age grade as a whole. There are Fair Plays rules
whereby opposition teams must play to the
starting number available i.e. 13 v 13 / 11 v 11. 
These policies are in line with Nationally adopted
and monitored GAA guidelines that we are
obliged to implement to ensure every child has
equal opportunity to develop within their age
grade. This is to protect participation, retention
and enjoyment for the children. 
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WALTERSTOWN
GFC POLICY



Introduction
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a whole club from Nursery to
Senior. 
We believe that success for
our club means all players
that come to us are treated
equally throughout their time
with us, and through this we
develop a club that is truly at
the heart of the community. 
To treat players equally we
must recognise that players
develop in their own time, 
just as infants begin to walk
and talk in their own time. 

In the following pages we will
outline how you can best
assist all your players to
reach their full potential by
doing the right thing, at the
right time and in the right
way.

Welcome to the Walterstown
GFC Pathway to
Development, Retention and
Success. The aim of this
Pathway is to assist all of our
coaches in their role of coach,
mentor, role model and
Walterstown ambassador in
developing our young players,
retaining our young players
and achieving success as 
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STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT
HOW OUR YOUNG PLAYERS DEVELOP

Building A Base (4-6 years)
All about fun and participation, key learnings for children at this age is understanding

their bodies abilities of FMS: Agility, Balance, Coordination, Running, Jumping, Throwing
and Catching.

Learning to use the ball (7-9 years)
Emphasis on FMS continues combined now with learning some Sport

Specific Skills. Starting players learning off both sides of the body early is
key.

Learning to play together (10-12 years)
Emphasis on learning how to work and play together as

a team

Learning about
positions (13-15 years)

This is why Game
Based training is

so important, drills
do not improve a

players' agility,
balance or

coordination. 

The pyramid not only
represents a players

development, but the time they
should be spending developing
FMS. As they progress from the

nursery, coaching and
development of FMS does not
stop, it is merely incorporated
into our ball skill games and

post warm up activities.
Remember it takes 10,000
hours to master a skill, this

includes FMS.
The principles of play and applying good

game sense increase 

Learning to
perform

Combining all aspects
(16-18years)



Balance & Coordination

Agility

Run & Jump

Throw and Catch

Kick on ground

Sport Specific Skills

PHYSICAL LITERACY
HOW IT IS DEVELOPED
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In the following pages you will find the TURAS Age Specific
Player Pathway Cards. These cards where designed by

Leinster GAA to help coaches focus on the age appropriate
skill set they should be developing in the players they are

coaching, and importantly, what you as a coach don't have to
worry about at each age. 

Within the cards you will see the 3T's and 3P's that coaches
should focus on at each age represented within the centre

circle. These are Tactical Prowess, Technical Proficiency, Team
Play, Physical Fitness, Psychological Focus and Participants

Feedback.
 Sometimes we as coaches can get caught up with coaching

the next skill or developing physical fitness at the detriment of
Psychological Focus or Tactical prowess, when the best way to
help our players reach their full potential is to ensure they are

challenged equally to all six elements at each stage. 

OTÚ MODEL FOR
COACHING



About

Turas is a coach developed
programme. 
TURAS, the Irish word for
journey, was purposefully
chosen to reflect the journey
that is coach and player
development.
The main aim of Turas is to
provide regular and meaning
coach development
opportunities. 
Turas is based on five key
principles that when applied
will positively improve coach
and player performance.
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Testing and challenging;
all players should be
challenged to improve at
their level

Understands the player is
at the centre of the game 
 & provides individualised
development (player
centred)

Resembles the game

All players involved, all of
the time, lots of touches,
lots of decisions

Should be an enjoyable,
developmentally
appropriate and holistic
GAA experience



BUILDING THE BASE

Children of this age are self-centred and co-
operation is largely absent , this results in them
wanting their own ball, so they will try to run
with the ball and score rather than pass.  That is
why we first introduce them to games where the
scoring is based on passing, e.g Beat the Circle

When introducing a new skill we should aim to
have a ball per player and progress to a ball
between two working together towards an
objective, this also helps develop cooperation

These children will only watch the ball. They
cannot and will not look for space to run into. 
Therefore we should introduce the concept of
space in games without a ball

They usually enjoy being asked questions and
this should give the coach plenty of
opportunities to check for understanding

When playing games the objective to them will
always be the ball and not the goals

They respond best to target games and races
(kicking, throwing, catching, running and
jumping) 
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There are some important things to remember
when coaching 4-6 year olds

(4 - 6 years)







LEARNING
TO USE THE
BALL
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NOTES

They will have difficulty tackling
opponents as this takes a lot of
coordination so continue to challenge
them to full body coordination
games/activities

Use questions to challenge and
introduce decision making 

Players will beg for a game at every
opportunity, yet their technique is best
improved through individual, paired
and small group work. This is an ideal
time to use the ‘Whole-Part-Whole’
and 'Small Sided Games' approach. ie
Start the session with 3v3 SSG's and
then break off to a skill based game
and return to games. 

Coaches need to focus on positive
feedback, this is the age where drop-
outs occur if children think they are no
good

They will also begin to understand the
need to pass to be more effective and
they will begin to grasp the idea that a
player may need support from behind
and to the side as well as in front.

At this age players must also get used
to attacking the ball (not waiting for it
to bounce

The first critical period for speed
development will occur during this
phase, age 6-8 for girls and 7-9 for
boys respectively. Linear, lateral and
multi-directional speed should be
developed, the only way to develop
this kind of speed is through chase
games and not traditional running
drills. 

(7 - 9 years)







GO GAMES
OFFICIAL GAELIC FOOTBALL PLAYING RULES

ITEM UNDER 7

Team sizes &
partic ipation

Minimum 7-a-side
A team with 10 or more players must make two
or more teams to play in games where
possible.  
A team with 9 or less players should have subs
that play a minimum of a ful l  half  in each game
Coach/mentorencouraged to rotate posit ions at
half  t ime 

Pitch dimensions 45m x 30m (4 areas f it  on a ful l  adult  pitch)
Make pitch smaller i f  appropriate

Zones 2 zones - pitch spl it  with cones across at half
way

Duration 40 minutes in total  of playing t ime per day

Goalposts Well  secured goalposts;  minimum 8ft x 6ft  to
maximum 15ft x 7ft .  Training poles or cones
are optional

Footbal l Size 1 - First  Touch

Commence With kick-out from the hand or ground. The
player may advance 10m for kick out.  Al l  other
players must stand 10m away every side when
taken

Outfield Play Ful l  rules except:  One touch (hop or toe-tap
al lowed. Clean pick up must be attempted

Goalkeeper Re-start play with kickout from hands or the
ground from the 10m l ine 

Frees/45s/Sidel ine -
Nearest Player 

Al l  taken from the hand. Al l  opposing players
should be at least 10m from the player taking.
Free kicks should be no closer than 10m from
opposing end l ine.  

Nearest Player:  
Frees - Player who is fouled or nearest fouled
ball  takes
Sidel ine - Player nearest the bal l  when it
crosses the l ine takes
45s - Player who last str ikes the bal l  on
attacking team takes from halfway l ine where
bal l  crosses end l ine.  Referee chooses player
nearest/ last struck to take free 



GO GAMES
OFFICIAL GAELIC FOOTBALL PLAYING RULES

ITEM UNDER 8 & 9

Team sizes &
partic ipation

Maximum 9-a-side.  A team with 12 players or
more must make two or more teams to play in
games,  where possible 
A team with 9 or less,  should have subs that play
a minimum of a ful l  half  in each game .  
Coach/mentor encouraged to rotate posit ions at
half  t ime 

Pitch dimensions 65m x 40m (4 areas f it  on ful l  adult  pitch) 
Make pitch smaller ,  i f  appropriate 

Zones None

Duration 50 mins in total  of playing t ime per day 

Goalposts Well  secured goalposts;  Minimum 8ft x 6ft  to
maximum 15ft x 7ft  
Training Poles are optional

Footbal l Size 2 - Quick Touch 

Commence With kickout from the hands or ground.
The player may advance 10m for kickout.
Al l  other players must stand 10m away every
side when taken

Outfield Play Ful l  rules except:  Two Touch (one hop & one
toe-tap or two toe-taps) Clean Pickup must be
correct 

Goalkeeper Restart play with kickout from hands or on
ground from 10m l ine 

Frees/45s/Sidel ine -
Nearest Player 

Al l  taken from the hand. Al l  opposing players
should be at least 10m from player taking 
Free kicks should be no closer than 20m from
opposing end l ine.
Nearest Player -  Frees;  Player who is fouled or
nearest fouled bal l  takes
Sidel ine - Player nearest bal l  when crosses l ine
takes
‘45s’  -  Player who last str ikes the bal l  on
attacking team takes from halfway l ine,  in l ine
where bal l  crosses end l ine
Referee chooses player nearest/ last struck to
take free 



LEARNING
PLAY
TOGETHER
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Coaches should continue to run small-
sided games to help condition them to
solve problems

Coaches must be quick to address the
problem of one or two players
dominating play and preventing others
from developing their skills during
games. A TEAM needs everyone.

Many players at this age fail to
recognise the need to attack the ball
and prefer to wait for the ball. If this is
allowed to persist, that player will find
it increasingly difficult to change this
instincts.

Players are now ready to develop
general strength through own body
weight and core exercises 

Speed: Second window of trainability
for girls starts within this stage, ages
11-13.

Players will now compete with greater
intensity against each other

At this age players will now also try to
win the game by attempting to deny
the opposition the opportunity to score 

They will also begin to understand the
need to change the direction of a run
or a pass to be more effective and
they will begin to grasp the idea that a
player may need support from behind
and to the side as well as in front

All players must always feel part of
the session/team. Coaches must be
ready to pay as much attention to
everyone and not just established
players and always work to improve
everyone's skills [e.g. one-to-one
coaching may be needed. 

(10 - 12 years)







GO GAMES
OFFICIAL GAELIC FOOTBALL PLAYING RULES

ITEM UNDER 10 & 11

Team sizes &
partic ipation

Maximum 11-a-side.  A team with 14 players or
more must make two or more teams to play in
games,  where possible.  A team with 13 or less,
should have subs that play a minimum of a ful l
half  in each game. Coach/mentor encouraged to
rotate posit ions at half  t ime

Pitch dimensions 90m x 40m - 50m(2 areas f it  across a ful l  adult
pitch) .  Make pitch smaller ,  i f  appropriate 

Zones None

Duration 60 mins in total  of playing t ime per day 

Goalposts Well  secured goalposts;  Minimum 8ft x 6ft  to
maximum 15ft x 7ft  
No training poles are permitted

Footbal l Size 3 - Smart Touch 

Commence With throw-in at halfway mark,  between 2-4
players on opposing teams 

Outf ield Play Ful l  rules except:  Two Touch (one hop & one
toe-tap or two toe-taps).  Clean Pickup must be
correct

Goalkeeper Restart play with kickout from hands or on
ground from 10m l ine

Frees/45s/Sidel ine -
Nearest Player 

Al l  taken from the hand. Al l  opposing players
should be at least 10m from player taking 
Free kicks should be no closer than 20m from
opposing end l ine 
Nearest Player:  Frees - Frees - Player who is
fouled or nearest fouled bal l  takes.
Sidel ine - Player nearest bal l  when crosses l ine
takes
‘45s’  -  Player who last str ikes the bal l  on
attacking team takes from halfway l ine,  in l ine
where bal l  crosses end l ine
Referee chooses player nearest/ last struck to
take free



LEARNING
ABOUT
POSITIONS
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Broad base skills (FMS) and sport
specific skills technical skill
development is now developed under
pressure

Gain an understanding of the
principles of attack and defence
through small sided games

Players should be introduced to
psychological training through games
that promote concentration and better
decision making 

Speed: Second window of trainability
for boys starts near the beginning of
this stage, ages 13-15.

While players in this stage my have
the same chronicle age they may differ
significantly in terms of biological age
ie one may be more physically
developed than another.

The onset of puberty usually occurs
during the early stages of this cycle.
Aerobic and strength programmes
should be individualised or grouped
according to their Peak Height
Velocity (P.H.V )N.B Only trained
coaches to undertake this training.
Fitness should be done with the ball. 

Players can be introduced to moderate
anaerobic and strength training
through ball work

(13 - 15 years)











LEARNING
TO PERFORM
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Players should be encouraged to
embrace positive life-skills i.e. time-
management and to take control of
their own athletic development

At this stage a Functional Movement
Screening (conducted by a physio)
should be carried out on each player
and the results along with their Critical
Success Factors(CSFs) identified by
each player in their Self-Assessment
Profile should form the basis of their
Personal Development Plan (PDP).

As a result of the above each player
should have a PDP, a component of
which should be an individualised
conditioning programme developed
and delivered by a S&C Coach. Each
player should be committed to their
programme as they will have had an
input into it through their Self-
Assessment Profile

During this phase players begin to
reach their physical peak and those
slow developers begin to catch up
with their peers

Encourage ideals of self-awareness
and self-help within players
Advanced technical skill developed
under pressure

Understand the principles of game
plays, tactics, and game sense

Accept that the team is paramount
and their role within the team
structure
Encourage positive lifestyle through
nutrition, hydration, recovery and
flexibility maintenance. 

Instill concepts of mental toughness
and calmness under pressure(winning
behaviours)

(16 - 18 years)





SESSION PLANS
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 Session Plan templates for Nursery, Go
Games and Youth sessions
Game/Activity ideas for Nursery, Go Games
and Youth Sessions
Goal Keeper training activities for Child and
Youth teams
TURAS Coaching Principles Session Review
Sheet

In the following pages you will find:



COACHING PRINCIPLES

Testing & Challenging: All Players should be
challenged to improve at their level

Are players  recognised for effort more than
outcome - encourage to try things
Are the players engaged in the task or are
they distracted
Did you set targets for players during
activities 

Understanding the player is at the centre of the
game & previous individualised development 

Did you use different conditions for different
players within activities
How did you decide on your
pairings/groupings?
Did you try to engage one to one with as
many players as possible? 

Resembles the Game (game based)

What part of the game did your activities
seek to develop?
Were the players motivated to complete the
activity? 
Did you communicate to the players why they
were doing the activity? 

All players involved, all the time; lots of touches,
lots of decisions 

What percentage of your session included
games?
Did your group/team sizes allow playes
maximum touches? 
Did you use questions to facilitate thinking
players? 

Should always be enjoyable, developmentally
appropriate& an holistic GAA experience 

Were the players showing signs of enjoying
the session, i.e positive body language? 
Were the activities age appropriate? 
Did you demonstrate examples of the +1
model? 













GAME IDEAS
U7 & U8

Have the players decide whether to
run to their own orange cone for 1

point, the one beside them for 2 points
or one of the further away cones for 3

points. This adds in more decision
making, 'can i get 3 points and back

before my opponent is back?'

CIRCLE TAG

Progressions:  Every Mouse
has a football and must

bounce and solo. Add in cones
as minefields to dodge

CRAZY ROUNDERS

CATS & MICE



GAME IDEAS
U7 & U8

In pairs, the fish move around the area handing
passing to each other. They start with 10 points. 2/3

sharks run around trying to intercept the passes
between fishes and gain a point for each

interception. 

Start with only coaches
throwing sponge balls.

Progress to have runners
also solo a ball

Four red players play together as attackers
passing the ball. They must stay at their cone.
The green player/defender tries to intercept

the passes. If the touch the ball at all they get
to become and attacker.

The player that passed the ball becomes the
defender.

ROLLER BALL

SHARKS & FISH

PIGGY IN THE MIDDLE



GAME IDEAS
U9 & U10

Same player cannot score twice in a
row 

Progression: Team cannot score by the
same method twice in a row. (ie if goal is
scored with the left foot next goal must
be scored with the right/palmed/on the

ground etc.)

WINNER STAYS ON

NEAR HAND TACKLE

Try hand passes
Try crouch lift

Competition: how many
can you get in 40s

Progression: Try different
types of catch

PRESSURE CATCH



GAME IDEAS
U9 & U10

KICKING ROUNDERS

Team try to find 'free area' in other
teams zone

If ball is caught or kicked outside
zone area, player who kicked ball

goes to prison behind opposite zone
You can be released from prison if

own team member successfully kick
passes to player in prison who also

clean catches the ball
Team loose when all members are in

prision

PRISIONER BALL

SOLO TAG





GAME IDEAS
U11 & U12

KEEP BALL

PIGGY IN THE MIDDLE

ROAD TO CROKER



GAME IDEAS
U11 & U12

WHOLE: DENY
POSSESSION

PART: GRID BLOCK

WHOLE: BLOCK & ROLL
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 SPEED DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES

Speed development is a huge part of the modern game. Often we discuss wanting
more fitness in our team performance but do not know exactly what we mean, most
often it is the ability of our players to get to the ball first every time. 
In the following page we will detail just three activities that we would like to see every
team develop throughout 2022 to start to build a development pathway for
running/speed mechanics that can be furthered each year. Therefore we ask that each
team begins to incorporate the following activities into their warm up or immediately
post warm up in their sessions:

Standing on both feet hop forwards with a stiff ankle to maximise use of hips and
knees.
Double leg backwards hop
Double leg forwards hop
Single leg backwards hop
Single leg forwards hop
Single leg sideways hops
Left - left - right - right

Pogos 
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Stand tall and resist leaning forward
Moving quickly from left to right foot with high knees aim to land mid foot with toes
pointing up throughout
Aim to strike the ground with power to build momentum and therefore speed

Dribbles

 SPEED DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES

Start with baby steps, legs straight but not fully locked out at the knees
Bounce forwards from left to right foot with toes up and again aiming for mid foot
strike on the ground underneath your hip
Focus on pushing backwards with foot strike rather than flicking legs out in front of
you
Stand tall, do not lean back
Focusing on airtime start to make bigger and faster steps as you go

Scissors/Straight leg bounds



Coaches 10 Point Plan
How Parents can help guide
How Players can help develop themselves
and their club
Training Attendance Record
Game Time Minutes Record
First Aid and Concussion Awareness
Information

In the following pages you will find:

ADDITIONAL COACHING
AIDS

FOR OUR COACHES
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Be Prepared and Be Early 

Make a good first impression (no second chance) 

Greet players by name and greet their parents

Start (and finish) on time 

Establish expected behaviour 

Make first activity fun and engaging

Ask questions for understanding

Embrace Change

Be prepared to work as a coaching team - involve your

coaches

Engage in continuous informal learning and development

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

10 POINT PLAN 
FOR OUR COACHES
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Bonus Point: Be Yourself



HOW A PARENT CAN
HELP IN THE PROCESS
Attend matches to see their children play.

Ask them how they are getting on in the club/at training.

Sufficient rest, hydration & nutrition (Recipes for Success)

Spend 10mins having a kick about most evenings.

Supportive Sidelines, be supportive of the children, coaches and

referees.

Support all the Walterstown teams, with their children. Try

taking your child watch other teams play to help inspire and

motivate them to practise their skills and feel even more part of

the club. 

Become an active member of the club. There are many roles

within the club, there will also be one to suit you!

Encourage your child to become young whistlers and coaches.

This helps the younger generation within the club and helps

your child understand the game and their own development

better.

Respond as soon as possible to coaches messages. This helps

better organise sessions, games and other events more often.  
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https://0ffwdgaaprdk3wxzp5zfkp6g.blob.core.windows.net/fileassets/recipesforsuccess-english.pdf


HOW A PLAYER CAN
HELP THEMSELVES AND

THEIR CLUB
Sufficient rest, hydration & nutrition (Recipes for Success)

Players at all ages should try to get out for at least 10mins a

day to practise your skills and practise.

While practising daily and at training practise your left and

right in kicking, soloing and hand passing. 

Be Coachable and open to new ideas and challenges

Help tidy up during and after sessions, collect cones and put

bibs and footballs correctly into the bag. 

Be Respectful of the opposition, coaches and referees.

Support all the Walterstown teams.

Become an active member of the club, volunteer to help

younger teams and become a young whistler
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https://0ffwdgaaprdk3wxzp5zfkp6g.blob.core.windows.net/fileassets/recipesforsuccess-english.pdf
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CHILDREN'S OFFICER
MEET MARGARET

Do you know who the club's Children's Officer is? Meet Margaret, our
Children's Officer. Her role is central to maintaining the safeguarding of
children and young people at Walterstown GFC and we, as a club, are
committed to same.
In addition Margaret and her committee ensure that legislative
requirements governing the participation of children/young people and
those who work with them are maintained at all times including the
Garda vetting of our coaches and volunteers.
Parents, children, coaches and mentors in Walterstown can contact
Margaret on childrensofficer.walterstown.meath@gaa.ie in confidence.
In addition you can view our Code of Behaviour and Safeguarding
Statement on our website www.walterstown.com/child-safeguarding. 
Meanwhile, our Designated Liaision Officer is Mary McCabe.  

https://walterstown.com/child-safeguarding/?fbclid=IwAR10J9D8nazVIZOn-KiTcJxPyIop1jRVgXgHAAlINWCLw_-4uqvaVWzVTUA








FIRST AID
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Access to a fully stocked first aid kit should always be
available. 
All accidents, injuries and any untoward events should
be recorded on the significant incident form along with a
witness statement if thought necessary.
Team management should keep record of all injuries that
occur at training and games and forward to club
secretary.

Ensure that a vehicle has access to the playing area.
Ensure that a qualified first-aider is available.
Ensure that a well-stocked first aid kit is available.
In the event of a serious injury, where the injured person
cannot be moved, qualified professionals will be
contacted
In the event of removing an injured person to another
area, ensure that at least two people are present.
Emergency services must be called, if appropriate.
Parent(s)/guardian(s) must be informed as soon as
possible.
Accident reporting procedures must be implemented.
From a child protection standpoint it is always good
policy to ask the child first before making contact, even
to apply a plaster. 

Emergency Procedures for Incident during a Session/Game
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